
St Augustine’s Church Pergola Memorial Leaf and 

Plaque order form   
Leaves – Each copper leaf is handmade and given a patina by the artist Serena 

Bates.  While they are all similar and nearly the same size, no two are exactly the same. 

Leaves and plaques are purchased together as a unit for $100.00 to be a remembrance 

mounted on the pergola. Plaques inscription – Each brass plaque will be engraved. Please 

provide up to two lines (no more) for the names to be engraved on the plaque in the grid 

lines below, please use upper and lower cases for the name(s) and a separate space for each 

letter and for any period or comma for a total of no more than 26 letters/spaces/characters per 

line. Only the names of deceased loved ones (up to two names), not pets, are to be 

memorialized and engraved on the plaques. Only proper names (no titles, dates or other) 

with an optional nickname will be appropriate. (If using a nickname, the form should be: 

John Ronald “Duke” Wayne.) Also please let us know if ashes of the deceased have been 

scattered in the garden so we may add “in horto” to the plaque, which in Latin means “in the 

garden.” (Note, “in horto” will not count against the characters per line.)  

  

Example of a name and grid spacing  

R  

Please provide name(s) to be engraved on the plaque in the grid below:  

 

   

Have the deceased ashes been scattered in the garden? _____yes  ______no  

Please return this form (completed) in an envelope to St. Augustine’s Church, 15 Lower 

College Road, Kingston, Rhode Island 02881, with payment of $100.00 payable to St.  

Augustine’s Church. Checks only, please, no cash. Also include a notation on the check that it 

is for the Pergola Memorial Leaf. If you have any questions, please contact Rich Youngken at 

401-789-6237, email at ryoungken@yahoo.com  

Your name:________________________________________________________ Contact 

information (in case we have questions):  

Email _______________________________________Phone__________________  

Office Use Only:    Check #_______  Approval Initials_______    Date of Deposit__________  


